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Chapterr 4 

Thee Supply Of 
Agencyy Work 

4.11 Introduction 

Inn the previous chapter the characteristics and choices of agency workers were thoroughly 

investigated.. One critical assumption was that people decided on the number of working hours 

beforee deciding on the type of labor contract. This assumption is now relinquished. 

Inn this chapter a formal model for the supply of agency work is formulated. The modeling of 

thee labor supply function will be straightforward, but two issues are taken into account. First 

peoplee trade off their income against their spare time. Secondly choosing agency work maybe 

ann integrated part of that trade-off. In other words the choice of agency work is taken to be 

endogenouss in the trade-off model. 

Inn section 4.2 an income equation is combined with a labor supply function to model the trade-

offf  between income and spare time. The case of endogeneity of agency work is discussed in 

sectionn 4.3. The estimation results are in section 4.4. Finally section 4.5 provides a summary and 

conclusions. . 

4.22 The trade-off between income and spare time 

Onee aspect of the supply of agency labor is the trade-off between hours and wages. An 

agencyy worker has more freedom in choosing the hours worked. While permanent workers 

usuallyy have a fixed number of hours per week, laid down in a labor contract, agency workers 

cann choose their number of working hours by choosing the most suitable agency job. Of course 

thee choice will be simple when the economy is booming. When there are many agency jobs on 

offer,, the agency worker will find it easier to make such a choice. When there is not much on 

offerr the agency worker may be forced to take on a job with more or less than the preferred 

numberr ofhours (or be unemployed). In theory permanent workers can also choose ajob which 

hass the preferred number of hours, but in practice there is little variety in number of working hours 

off  permanent jobs. Most of them full time or half time (see figure 3.6). 
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Workingg less hours means less income. This is the trade-off each individual has to make. The 

ideaa ofbeing able to choose the number of working hours may be very appealing. Unfortunately, 

mostt people fully depend on labor income. Yet the temporary work agency business is booming. 

Soo there must be other reasons for wanting to be an agency worker. One group of people for 

whomm income may be less important than the number of working hours are married women. 

Despitee emancipation the husband is often still the main income earner in the family. Ifhis income 

iss large enough to support his family the incentive for his wife to take on a full time job may not 

bee very strong. Extra income would be nice but is not really needed. Therefore she may prefer 

too take on an agency job. 

Anotherr reason for women to prefer the more flexible agency contract is that it allows them 

too combine work with caring duties. Many women have children (or other relatives) to look after. 

Butt they also want to build up a career and be financially independent. With an agency contract 

thee combination of working and taking care of children is less difficult. On the other hand there 

aree also women who are quite happy caring for the children, but do not want to be fully consumed 

byy it. They like to have a social life outside the circle of motherhood. Also in this case agency 

workk offers them the desired flexibility so that they can work while still being able to concentrate 

onn caring duties when necessary. 

Anotherr group of people for whom agency work may be very attractive, are students. 

Workingg for a temporary work agency is often a very good way of combining their studies with 

aa job. There may be other reasonss too. For example, in the Netherlands many students get 

governmentt grants. The extent of this grant depends on the students earnings. Students are 

allowedd to earn some extra cash but any earnings above 6,800 euro a year are deducted from 

thee grant. It basically means that if you have a full time job you do not get anything at all. So 

rationall  students sign up with a temporary work agency, work until they have reached the 

earningss limit and then stop working until the next year. 

Economicc theory states that each individual maximizes his utility 

U=U(L,Y&U=U(L,Y&  (4.1) 

withh respect to a linear budget constraint 

pG=wL+y,pG=wL+y, where Y=wL. (4.2) 

Heree L represents labor hours, w represents the wage rate, Yis wage income,y is other income 

and/77 are the prices for commodities (7 (Pencavel, 1986). The vectorZconsists of exogenous 

factorss affecting utility. It is assumed that the utiltity function U'\s nonincreasing, homogenous of 

degreee zero, quasiconvex and continuous. 
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Itt is also assumed that each hour of work is paid the same. But if workers choose their number 

off  working hours by choosing an appropriate job, workers and firms are not paired randomly 

implyingg correlations between worker and firm characteristics (Biddle & Zarkin 1989). In other 

words,, it is possible that people who want half time jobs do not apply to positions which they 

expectt to be full time jobs. 

Soo instead of letting labor income being exogenous as in equation (4.2) wages are taken to be 

endogenouss depending on hours worked and personal characteristics X. This means that by 

definitionn earnings are endogenous. The highest level of labor income obtainable at each level of 

hourss is described by the earnings equation: 

Y=j[LJC).Y=j[LJC). (4-3) 

Thee vectors Zand Xmay have some elements in common. Utilit y is now maximized subject to 

thee nonlinear budget constraint 

pG=J{L^)pG=J{L^)++ y-y- (44> 

Itt is assumed that the budget constraint is fully differentiable and that it forms a convex set. If the 

nonlinearitiess are due to taxes, this means that taxes must be progressive at all levels of income 

(Burtlesss & Hausman, 1978). The actual form of the utility function is left unspecified but it is 

assumedd that maximizing (4.1) subject to (4.4) with respect tot labor hours leads to the following 

laborr supply function: 

L=g(w^,y).L=g(w^,y). (4.5) 

Thee specification of the earnings equation used in estimation is as follows. Let labor income 

dependd on hours worked and some variables believed to affect wages: 

foy=afoy=a11hZ,+ahZ,+a22(hL)(hL)22+a+a33(lrLL)(lrLL) 33 +a44 +Xp+er (4.6) 

Thee labor supply function is as follows: 

]nL=y]nL=y QQ+y+yxxhw+yhw+y22A+Zr\+yb+eA+Zr\+yb+eLL.. (4.7) 

Bothh in (4.6) and (4.7) the variablê  indicates whether someone is an agency worker 04=1) or 

nott (4=0). The a,, a2, a3, a4, fi, y„,  yh y2, r\ and ö are parameters to be estimated. The eY and 

eeLL are error terms. If a2 and a} are set to zero and a, is equal to one, than equation (4.6) is the 

linearr budget constraint. 

Laborr supply enters with a third order term in the earnings equation to allow for the poverty 

trap.. A person can get caught in this poverty trap when his income increases while at the same 

timee he loses all kinds of benefits, subsidies, and tax advantages due to the increase in income. 
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FigureFigure  4.1: The poverty trap represented by a third order (unction 

Hours s 

AA third order function mimics this property (see figure 4.1). It has a local maximum (A) and a 

locall  minimum (B). Left of the maximum (A) and right of the minimum (B) more hours will always 

leadd to more income. However in the area in between A and B more hours do not effectively lead 

too more income. 

4.33 Endogeneity of agency work 

Choosingg the number ofhours by choosing an appropriate job implies that workers and firms 

aree not paired randomly. Consequently, choosing the number of hours by choosing the 

appropriatee labor contract implies that workers and labor contracts are not paired randomly 

either.. A certain number of labor hours may be characteristic to a certain contract. In chapter 3 

itt was assumed that people decided on the working hours before choosing a labor contract. Thus 

thee labor contract depended on the desired number of working hours. But in this chapter people 

aree assumed to trade-off hours against spare time. This means that hours are endogenous and that 

thee choice of labor contract must be made first. Thus the number of workings hours depends on 

thee labor contract. However the choice of labor contract can still also be endogenous. The choice 
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off  agency work may depend on exogenous variables which overlap with the personal 

characteristicss in the earnings equation (JV) and the exogenous factors affecting utility in the labor 

supplyy equation (Z). 

Inn order to solve this problem a two stage estimation method is followed (see Maddala, 

1989).. Equation (4.7) can be rewritten as a switching regression model: 

Noww there are two labor supply equations: one for nonagency workers (indicated by subscript 

n)n) and one for agency workers (indicated by subscript a). A * is a dummy variable which is one 

forr nonagency workers and zero for agency workers. It is assumed that the exogenous variables 

aree the same for both groups of workers, but that the parameters vary for each group of workers. 

Essentiallyy it does not matter whether A or A *  is used to discriminate between the two 

regressions.. But later on A *  will prove to be a more convenient choice. The choice for agency 

workk (or rather nonagency work in this case) can be modeled as follows 

A*A* = WQ+u, (4.9) 

wheree ffi s a vector of exogenous variables, 0 a vector of parameters and u an error term. 

Becausee 0 is estimable up to a scale factor, it is assumed that the variance of u equals one. 

Furthermoree it is assumed that enh eaL and u have a trivariate normal distribution with mean 

vectorr zero and covariance matrix 

nLnL nL,aL nL,u 

2 2 
°nL,aL°nL,aL °aL °aL,u 

OO , O , 1 
^^ nL,u aL,u 

(4.10) ) 

Thiss model can be estimated in two stages. First the endogenous dummy variablê  * is estimated 

usingg a probit model: let 0 be the probit estimate for 0. Then equation (4.8) can be rendered as 

l n i = y n 0
+y ny lnw+ZT l n^5n-an i i U -^^+en££ XA* = \, 

^ m ll  (4.11) 

wheree <p is the standard normal density function and O is the standard normal cumulative 

distributionn function. Estimating the equations in (4.11) separately with OLS renders consistent 

estimatess for the y's, 77's, anLu and aaLu. 
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Forr the income equation (4.6) a similar exercise can be done, so that the total model consist 

off  four equations. However, our original model only had two equations and so it would be nice 

iff  the model could be further simplified. The overall expectation of the natural logarithm of labor 

supplyy is 

£(hL)=£(h/.p44 *  = \)-P(A '=iyE(hL\A *  =0)-Prob(A ' =0). (4.12) 

Fillingg in the details gives 

(( ' " 
hLhL = 

1-<D(W9) ) 

(4.13) ) 

(4.14) ) 

whichh can be rewritten as 

++ (y(ynno-yaoW™y(ynio-yaoW™y(yni - Y ^ W - O ^ ) 

+<D(^)Z(i,„-n fl )
+(i>(^BMo„-5 a) ) 

wheree vL=£aL+&(W0)(£nL-£aL) is the combined error term. Estimating this equation with OLS 

givess estimates of the coefficients of agency workers and also provides a way to test whether 

thesee coefficients differ significantly from the coefficients for regular workers. 

Inn a similar way equation (4.6) can be reformulated as 

hr=aa ,h l+a ,(hZ,)2+a X\nL?+Xp +e „ if A ' = 1-^ = 1, 

hY=ahY=aaJaJ)nL+a)nL+aa2a2(\nL)(\nL)22+a+aaJaJ(\nL)(\nL)ii+XP+XPaa+c+caYaY i f / T ^ l - ^ 0 . 

Rewritingg gives the equation to be estimated: 

h ^ h L + o ^ l n L ) 22
 +aflj (lnl)3 +Xp, 

+(an/-af l / )hI-0(^)Han2-aa2)(lnI)2-(I>(WB) ) 

H a ^ - a ^ X l n ^ - O t ^ + O t ^ m p ^ PJ J 
+ (o f l X i U -af l y >(^ )+v r r 

Soo together equations (4.8) and (4.15) form the labor supply model for agency work taking into 

accountt the endogeneity ofhours, wages and the choice for agency work, and the difference with 

regularr work. 
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4.44 Empirical results 

Laborr supply may depend on many exogenous variables. These may indicate other sources 

off  income, such as marital status and gender. In the Netherlands married men are usually the main 

breadwinnerr of the family and therefore work more hours than married women. Also single 

femaless probably work more than married women, because they usually have less nonwage 

sourcess of income. Other exogenous variables in the labor supply equation include age, education 

level,, year dummies with 1992 as the reference year, a dummy variable indicating whether 

someonee has children under 18, dummy variables indicating whether someone is a student or a 

non-EUU citizen and regional dummies with West as the reference region. Older people are 

expectedd to work less. A high education level may induce people to work less, because their 

earningss are higher (substitution effect). On the other hand high earnings make spare time more 

expensivee (income effect). Thus the effect of this variable is uncertain. People with children may 

havee less time available for work. Students usually prefer small jobs (in terms of hours). Non-EU 

citizenss have a difficult labor market position and may have problems finding a job with the 

preferredd number of hours. Since most jobs can be found in region West, the other regions are 

assumedd to do worse. 

Exogenouss variables affecting the earnings equation include year dummies, age, education 

level,, gender and a dummy variable indicating whether someone holds a managerial position. 

Olderr people earn more. This is more or less inherent to the Dutch system. A high education level 

wil ll  usually pay off. Despite anti-discrimination laws women still earn less even if they work in the 

samee job with the same number of hours as a man. A manager usually earns more than an 

ordinaryy employee. This variable was mainly added for identification purposes. Since there are 

twoo endogenous variables in the model, there should be at least one variable excluded from each 

equation.11 Thus the manager variable enters the earnings equation but not the labor supply 

equation.. All the other variables enter the labor supply equation and a subset also enters the 

earningss equation. All exogenous variables in the model serve as instrumental variables to both 

equations. . 

Severall  forms of endogeneity may occur in the model formed by equations (4.6) and (4.7). 

Eitherr the agency dummy or the hours variables or both may be endogenous. If the agency 

dummyy is endogenous a totally different model is required, namely a model consisting of equations 

11 Because working hours enters the earnings equation with third order function there are technically four 
endogenouss variables. But it is hard to view the first, second and third order term separately. For example, if 
hourss are endogenous the combination of first, second and third order should be endogenous. Although they 
cann be tested separately, the result would not be interpretable. Thus there are only two relevant endogenous 
variabless in the model. 
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(4.8)) and (4.15). If the hours variables are endogenous either model should be estimated using 

instrumentall  variables. The null hypothesis of exogeneity (either of the agency dummy or the hours 

variables)) is tested using a Hausman test (Hausman, 1978; Hausman & Taylor, 1981). When 

instrumentall  variables are required another Hausman test is performed to see if two stage least 

squaress (2SLS) or three stage least squares (3SLS) is the appropriate estimation method. Under 

thee null hypothesis of correct specification 3SLS is efficient and consistent. The models are 

estimatedd using the data described in chapter 3. 

Thee tables with estimation results also report the R2 and the value of the obj ecti ve function. 

Onee should not be deceived by the height of the R2. In cross-sections the R2 is usually very low. 

Howeverr since the R2 is a measure of linear association between the independent and the 

dependentt variables, it is not surprising that it is so low. After all the model is far from linear. For 

thee earnings equation the R2 is in fact exceptionally high. Remember though that the wage rate is 

aa constructed variable. Although the variables used in the construction are not exactly the same 

ass in the earnings equation, there is a good deal of overlap. Thus, the R2 should not be judged on 

itss height. It is only reported here for the purpose of comparison between models and not as an 

absolutee indicator of goodness of fit. 

Optimizingg the models formed by equations (4.6) and (4.7) or by equations (4.8) and (4.15) 

requiress a lot of calculation. Unfortunately, due to hardware and software limitations, these 

modelss could not be estimated on the full sample. Therefore some form of reduction was needed. 

Soo a random sample often percent of the original data set was taken. For estimation 16,938 

observationss were used, unless stated otherwise. These include 526 agency workers. 

Everyone Everyone 

Firstt the model specified in equations (4.6) and (4.7) is estimated for the random sample as 

aa whole and a Hausman test for endogeneityof the agency dummy is performed. Exogeneity of 

thee agency dummy is rejected in the earnings equation (see table 4.1). 

Thuss theoretically the correct model consists of equations (4.6) and (4.15). The problem is 

thatt this would render a somewhat unbalanced model. When estimating simultaneous equations 

withh instrumental variables, all the exogenous variables in the model must be included as 

instruments.. However due to the specification of equation (4.15) there are many exogenous 

variabless in the earnings equation that bear no relation to the variables in the labor supply. 

Specificallyy the exogenous variables multiplied by 0(W0) may be problematic. Another problem 

iss that because agency work is exogenous in the labor supply equation (4.6), it should be an 
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TableTable  4.1: Results of hypothesis testing for the total random sample 

Nulll hypothesis 

Model:Model: equation (4.6) & (4.7) 

Agencyy work exogenous in Earnings 

Agencyy work exogenous in Labor supply 

Model:Model: equation (4.8) & (4.15) 

Hourss exogenous 

3SLSS correct 

Testt statistic 

4.476 6 

2.692 2 

100.189 9 
123.370 0 

Criticall value 

3.8413 3 

3.8413 3 

12.592" " 

72.153

Decision n 

Reject t 

Doo not reject 

Reject t 

Reject t 

aa Chi-squared distribution with 1 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 
bb Chi-squared distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 
cc Chi-squared distribution with 54 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 

instrumentall  variable in the model, thus also in the earnings equation (4.15). But in the earnings 

equationn agency work is endogenous, thus it cannot be an instrumental variable. 

Soo although tests may indicate that agency work is endogenous in only one of the two 

equations,, from an estimation perspective it is wiser to assume that agency work is endogenous 

inn both equations. Thus equations (4.8) and (4.15) are estimated simultaneously. This also 

simplifiess the interpretation of the model, since in both equations the coefficients for agency 

workerss and regular workers are now estimated separately. 

Firstt a probit model is estimated as explained in section 4.3 (for the results see table B. 1 in 

appendixx B). The normal and cumulative normal of the fitted values are calculated and used in the 

estimationn of the simultaneous model. Table 4.1 shows that exogeneity of the hours variables is 

nott rej ected. Also the hypothesis that 3 SLS is correct is rejected. This means that there is some 

formm of misspecification of unknown source in the model and that the 2SLS estimates are 

consistent.. The nature of the misspecification is probably the difference in labor supply between 

menn and women. 

Thee estimation results can be seen in table 4.2. Female agency workers supply more hours. 

Thee reverse is true for nonagency workers. Agency workers with children as well as students 

supplyy less hours. Non EU-agency workers and agency workers from the North supply more 

hours.. The earnings of agency workers under 17 increase with age. However this is a very small 

groupp in the sample. Agency workers over 17 earn less as their age increases. This is probably 

becausee skill level increases with age and highly skilled workers are usually better of in a regular 

job.. Married women supply significantly more agency hours. 

Lookingg at labor supply the difference between agency workers and regular workers is 

significantt for married women, people with children and students. Looking at earnings, only 

educationn level makes a difference. The earnings of regular workers always increase with hours 

andd age. Highly skilled workers earn more and as expected women earn less. Earnings increased 

inn 1993 and 1994. A high wage rate and being female have a positive effect on the labor supply 
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TableTable  4.2: 2SLS Estimation results with endogenous agency work for both earnings and the 
laborr supply equation 

AgencyAgency workers Regular workers Agency workers Regular workers 

LaborLabor Supply 

constant t 
log(wagee rate) 
1993 3 
1994 4 
female e 
married d 
marriedd female 
log(age) ) 
educationn level* 
children n 
student t 
nonn EU-citizen 
North h 
East t 
South h 

u-<Vu u 

coef coef 

4.753 3 
-3.106 6 

-.257 7 
.107 7 

-1.039 9 
-.845 5 

11 3.287" 
-.848 8 
.372 2 

 -2.489" 
-1.912* * 
 1.409" 
1.038* * 
.571 1 
.413 3 

7.514" " 

t-value t-value 

.740 0 

.646 6 

.426 6 

.197 7 

.827 7 

.829 9 
2.394 4 

.159 9 
1.291 1 
3.411 1 
1.824 4 
2.071 1 
1.695 5 
1.122 2 

.784 4 

4.829 9 

coef coef 

4.173" " 
2.348" " 
-.087" " 
-.145" " 
.486" " 

-.065 5 
-.141* * 

-2.129" " 
-.100" " 
-.210" " 
-.964" " 
-.050 0 
.786 6 
.319 9 
.161 1 

t-value t-value 

16.687 7 
10.156 6 
3.315 5 
5.385 5 
6.824 4 
1.070 0 
1.827 7 

10.095 5 
7.952 2 
8.389 9 

12.892 2 
.752 2 
.996 6 
.409 9 
.211 1 

Earnings Earnings 

log(hours) ) 
log(hours)2 2 

log(hours)* * 
constant t 
1993 3 
1994 4 
log(age) ) 
log(age)2 2 

educationn level3 

female e 
manager r 

aa

coef coef 

-8.957 7 
1.042 2 
.123* * 

-.219 9 
.159 9 

-.032 2 
13.255" " 
-2.329" " 
 -.242" 

-.218 8 
-.278 8 

0.324 4 

t-value t-value 

1.448 8 
1.308 8 
1.681 1 
.018 8 
.871 1 
.178 8 

2.135 5 
2.468 8 
4.308 8 

.794 4 

.614 4 

.718 8 

coef coef 

-1.173" " 
.305" " 
.028" " 

-9.444" " 
.032" " 
.036" " 

7.369" " 
-.882" " 
.044" " 

-.196" " 
.019 9 

t-value t-value 

2.991 1 
5.796 6 
6.194 4 

13.677 7 
3.800 0 
4.010 0 

14.269 9 
12.750 0 
28.884 4 
7.146 6 
1.422 2 

R22 0.182 0.937 
Numberr of obs. 16,938 

"" significant at 5% level 
** significant at 10% level 

 agency workers differ significantly from regular workers at the 5% level 
aa divided by 100 

off  regular workers. But age, education level, having children, being a student or a non-EU citizen 

alll  affect labor supply negatively. Also regular workers worked less in 1993 and 1994. 

Ass mentioned earlier the labor supply of Dutch couples is still very traditional. The husband 

iss the main breadwinner, while his wife's salary is a secondary form of income. Moreover, wives 

aree more often assumed to divide their time between work, household and children. Female 

participationn in the labor force is relatively low (see table 4.3) and there are few women in high 

positions.. Thus it is highly likely that the labor supply decision of women differs from that of men. 

Therefore,, assuming that the actual variables influencing income and labor hours are equal but 

theirr effect is not, the sample is split into two parts. The model consisting of equations (4.6) and 

(4.7)) is re-estimated for men and women separately 
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TableTable  4.3: Labor force participation rates for people aged between 25 and 49 years old, 

1995a a 

Finland d 
Denmark k 

France e 
Portugal l 

Austria a 
Unitedd Kingdom 

Germany y 
Belgium m 

EU-15 5 
TheThe Netherlands 

Ireland d 
Spain n 

Italy y 
Greece e 
Luxemburg g 

Women n 

82.7 7 

83.9 9 
78.5 5 
767 7 
75.8 8 

74.6 6 
74.2 2 

72.0 0 

70.1 1 
68.3 3 
57.6 6 

59.0 0 
56.8 8 
57.6 6 
55.8 8 

Men n 

89.3 3 

92.5 5 
95.8 8 
94.8 8 

94.3 3 
93.6 6 

93.5 5 
93.6 6 

93.5 5 
93.6 6 

91.9 9 
93.5 5 
91.3 3 

95.6 6 
94.6 6 

Difference e 

6.6 6 
8.6 6 

17.3 3 
18.1 1 

18.5 5 
19.0 0 

19.3 3 
21.6 6 

23.4 4 
25.3 3 

34.3 3 
34.5 5 
34.5 5 
38.0 0 

38.8 8 

aa Numbers are sorted by the difference between male and female participation rates 

Source:: Eurostat 

Men Men 

Thee test results for the subsample of men are reported in table 4.4. Exogeneity of agency work 

iss not rejected in either equation. This means that the combination of (4.6) and (4.7) is the correct 

model.. In other words, men do not simultaneously choose a labor contract on the one hand and 

earningss and labor supply on the other. The joint exogeneity of the hours variables is rejected 

whichh means an instrumental variable approach is in order. A Hausman test shows that 3SLS is 

thee best estimation method. 

Thee results for men are reported in table 4.5. As the wage rate rises, men work more hours. 

Butt if they are married, old, student, or highly skilled their labor supply decreases. In 1994 men's 

wagess were significantly higher than in 1992. As the men get older their earnings rise. Although 

TableTable  4, Resultss of hypothesis testing for a subsample of men 

Nulll hypothesis Testt statistic Criticall value 

Model:Model: equation (4.6)8.(4.7) 

Agencyy work exogenous in Earnings 

Agencyy work exogenous in labor supply 

Hourss exogenous 

3SLSS correct 

aa Chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 
bb Chi-squared distribution with 3 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 
cc Chi-squared distribution with 25 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 

Decision n 

0.044 4 

0.003 3 

10.889 9 

10.333 3 

3.841a a 

3.841a a 

7.815" " 

37.652= = 

Doo not reject 

Doo not reject 
Reject t 

Doo not reject 
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TableTable  4.5: 3SLS Estimation results for earnings and the labor supply for men only 

AllAll workers All workers 

LaborLabor Supply 

constant t 
log(wagee rate) 

1993 3 

1994 4 
agencyy worker 

married d 
log(age) ) 

educationn level3 

children n 

student t 
nonn EU-citizen 
North h 

East t 
South h 

coef coef 

4.082" " 

1 .131" " 
-.042 2 

-.040 0 
.176 6 

- .148" " 
-1 .047" " 

- .064" " 
-.037 7 

-1.242" " 

-.002 2 
-.034 4 

-.002 2 
-.019 9 

t-value t-value 

5.639 9 

4.395 5 

1.336 6 

.853 3 

.063 3 

2.962 2 
7.802 2 
5.457 7 
1.332 2 

5.829 9 

.012 2 

.465 5 

.043 3 

.841 1 

Earnings Earnings 

constant t 

1993 3 

1994 4 
log(age) ) 

log(age)2 2 

educationn level* 
agencyy worker 

manager r 

log(hours) ) 
log(hours)2 2 

log(hours)3 3 

coef coef 

1.384 4 

.032 2 

.054" " 

6 .642" " 
- .792" " 
.049" " 

-.486 6 
-.071 1 

-8.526" " 
1.276" " 

.120" " 

t-value t-value 

.381 1 
1.552 2 

2.317 7 

6.035 5 
5.417 7 

11.579 9 
.464 4 

1.298 8 
2.237 7 
2.600 0 

2.468 8 

R22 0.215 0.697 
Numberr of observations 9,946 

"" significant at 5% level 

aa divided by 100 

thee squared age term is significant, it has no influence because the turning point is at 66 years. 

Sincee there are no people older than 65 in the sample, this term has no effect. Higher educated 

menn earn more. The coefficients of the hours variables are such that earnings rise with hours, if 

aa man works more than 12 hours. Otherwise they decrease. 

Thee agency dummy is never significantly different from zero, meaning that the labor supply and 

earningss are the same for male regular workers and male agency workers. The fact that agency 

workk is not endogenous means that the choice for agency work is not made simultaneously with 

thee choice for working hours or earnings. These choices are made independently of each other. 

Women Women 

Thee test results for the subsample of women are shown in table 4.6. After estimating the model 

consistingg of equation (4.6) and (4.7) exogeneity of agency work in the earnings equation is not 

rejj  ected but exogeneity in the labor supply function is. This implies that theoretically equation 

(4.6)) should be re-estimated in combination with equation (4.8). But for the same reasons as 

beforee (4.8) is estimated in combination with (4.15). Exogeneity of the hours variables is not 

rejectedd so ordinary least squares estimation suffices. 
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TableTable  4.6: 

Nulll hypothesis 

Resultss of hypothesis testing for a subsample of women 

Criticall value Testt statistic Decision n 

Model:Model: equation (4.6) & (4.7) 

Agencyy work exogenous in Earnings 

Agencyy work exogenous in labor supply 

Model:Model: equation (4.8) & (4.15) 

Hourss exogenous 

0.848 8 

5.040 0 

6.750 0 

3.841a a 

3.841a a 

12.592" " 

Doo not reject 

Reject t 

Doo not reject 

Chi-squaredd distribution with 1 degree of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 
Chi-squaredd distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. 

Thee estimates are in table 4.7. The probit estimates can be found in table B.2 in appendix B. 

Femalee non-EU agency workers with children supply more hours as do agency workers from the 

easternn part of the country. Agency labor supply increases with age but decreases as the wage 

ratee rises. Female agency workers seem to prefer constant level of income and more spare time. 

Soo they also trade offhours against wages, only not simultaneously. For female agency workers 

thee income effect overrules the substitution effect. The earnings of female agency workers are 

affectedd only by education level. The effect is negative. 

TableTable  4.7: LS Estimation results for women with endogenous agency work for both earnings 
andd the labor supply equation 

AgencyAgency workers Regular workers 

LaborLabor Supply 

AgencyAgency workers Regular workers 

coefcoef t-value coef t-value Earnings coefcoef t-value coef t-value 

constant t 
tog(wagee rate) 

1993 3 
1994 4 
married d 

log(age) ) 
educationn level3 

children n 

student t 
nonn EU-citizen 

North h 

East t 
South h 

«W^i» » 

R2 2 

N N 

" " 
 -7.926" 

-.535 5 
-.088 8 

.001 1 

 7.706" 
-.116 6 

-1.814 4 

-.408 8 

 3.519" 
.972 2 

1.682* * 

.725 5 

11.603" " 

2.984 4 

3.126 6 
.517 7 

.087 7 

.001 1 
2.231 1 
.467 7 

1.611 1 
.295 5 

2.357 7 

.691 1 

1.689 9 
.758 8 

3.258 8 

5.146" " 

1.535" " 
-.046 6 
-.142" " 
-.023 3 

-1.715" " 
.001 1 

-.482" " 
-1.297" " 

-.196 6 

.919 9 
1.628 8 

.671 1 

0.135 5 

10.821 1 
10.853 3 

.961 1 

2.861 1 
.412 2 

9.949 9 
.060 0 

11.140 0 
13.486 6 

1.404 4 
.524 4 

1.100 0 

.458 8 

log(hours) ) 

log(hours)2 2 

log(hours)3 3 

constant t 

1993 3 
1994 4 

log(age) ) 
log(age)1 1 

educationn level3 

manager r 

aa

6,992 2 

.483 3 
-.002 2 
.017 7 

4.699 9 

.395* * 

.400* * 
3.719 9 

-.481 1 
 -.153" 

.196 6 

.510 0 

.542 2 

.018 8 
1.556 6 
.507 7 

1.871 1 

1.938 8 

.656 6 

.559 9 
3.157 7 

.377 7 

1.085 5 

1.034" " 

.002 2 

.000 0 
-4.502" " 

.014 4 

.015 5 
2.989" " 

-.288" " 
.034" " 

.022 2 

0.971 1 

32.631 1 

.370 0 

.303 3 
10.311 1 
1.408 8 
1.542 2 

11.894 4 

8.005 5 
17.401 1 

1.053 3 

"" significant at 5% level 
** significant at 10% level 

 significantly different from the labor supply of regular workers at the 5% level 

aa divided by 100 
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TableTable 4.8: Percentage changes in the characteristics of agency workers from 1992 to 
1998a a 

wagee rate 

hours s 
weeklyy income 

women n 

married d 
age e 
educationn level" 
children0 0 

non-EUU citizens" 
north h 

east t 
south h 

Total l 

11.28 8 

0.36 6 

11.68 8 
1.26 6 

0.84 4 
6.67 7 

31.10 0 
-5.29 9 
11.21 1 
0.14 4 

2.23 3 
0.09 9 

Men n 

12.81 1 
-3.34 4 

9,04 4 

0.85 5 
11.64 4 

31.10 0 
-5.29 9 

6.86 6 
0.61 1 

2.78 8 
-0.15 5 

Women n 

9.16 6 

4.26 6 

13.82 2 

0.84 4 

1.35 5 
31.10 0 
-5.29 9 
16.09 9 
0.47 7 
2.25 5 
0.57 7 

aa In 1998 no information was available on the percentages of working students and on the number of managers, so the 

changess in these variables are assumed to be zero, 
bb On education level no information was available for men and women separately, so the change isassumed to be the same 

forr men and women, 
cc On children only information for women is available. It is assumed that this rate of change is the same for men. 
dd The change in non-EU citizens belonging to the working labor force is actually much greater. But the share of non-EU 

citizenss among agency workers is much higher than the general share of non-EU workers. In fact it closely resembled 
thee share of non-EU citizens in the population as a whole. Thus, the change in the non-EU citizens is assumed to 

representt the change in non-EU agency workers. 
Source:: Statistics Netherlands, ABU, own calculations 

Alll  of the effects mentioned are signi ficantly different from those for regular workers. Age, 

hourss and education level have apositive effect on the earnings of female regular workers. A high 

wagee rate positively contributes to the labor supply of female regular workers. Thus the 

substitutionn effect overrules the income effect. But regular labor supply decreases as age 

increases.. Having children and being a student also negatively affects the regular labor supply of 

women.. Obviously agency work makes participating in the work force easier for women with 

children. . 

EffectsEffects of change 

Too test their performance the models are applied to average values for 1998. The predicted 

changess are compared with actual changes. Table 4.8 shows the actual changes in variables from 

19922 to 1998. They differ quit a lot between men and women. The wage rate of male agency 

workersworkers increased more than that of female agency workers. However, since the number of 

workingg hours for male agency workers has fallen while that of female agency workers rose, this 

impliess that weekly income for female agency workers increased more than that of male agency 
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TableTable  4.9: Predicted and actual percentage changes in the labor supply and income of 
agencyy workers from 1992 to 1998a 

Totall Men Women 

LaborLabor supply 
predictedd change 2.21 

actuall change 0.36 
percentagee error 60.08 

Earnings Earnings 
predictedd change 7.46 
actuall change 11 -68 
percentagee error 0.56 

workers.. The education level of agency workers rose rapidly in six years time. Especially the 

averagee age of male agency workers increased. Employment in the Eastern part of the country 

alsoo rose. And employment for non-EU citizens has improved greatly. 

Applyingg table 4.8 to the models renders predictions on the change in labor supply and 

income.. For the total sample and the subsample of women the model with endogenous agency 

workk (equations (4.8) and (4.15)) is used. For the subsample of men the model with exogenous 

agencyy work (equations (4.6) and (4.7)) is used. Table 4.9 compares the predictions and the 

realizations.. As an indicator of predictive performance the percentage error is used.2 

Althoughh in most cases the size of the predicted changes differs a lot from the actual changes, 

thee sign is always correct. The prediction of the model for the total sample is very poor. The 

predictionss of the model for men only are closest to the actual changes. The model for the sample 

off  women does not predict very well either, but it still does better than the model for the total 

sample.. Overall income is predicted better than labor supply but this is largely due to the fact that 

inn the original model the data on wages was constructed. 

4.55 Summary and conclusions 

Thiss chapter deals with the supply side of the temporary work market. A model for the supply 

off  agency work is formulated. The model includes two equations, one for the supplied number 

off  hours and the other for weekly earnings. It is assumed that the choice of the number ofhours 

andd the choice of work with certain earnings' level are mutually dependent. So the question is 

whetherr agency and regular workers make a trade-off between number ofhours and earnings, 

-0.80 0 
-3.34 4 
0.76 6 

54.20 0 
4.26 6 

11.71 1 

836 6 
9.04 4 
0.08 8 

10.71 1 
13.82 2 
0.23 3 

;; Because there is only one prediction the percentage error is equal to the RMSPE used in chapter 2. 
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orr whether earnings are a consequence of the hours worked. The earnings and labor supply 

equationsequations are combined with an endogenous choice for agency work. In other words, are the 

numberr of working hours determined by the labor contract? Hours, wages and the choice for 

agencyy work may all be endogenous. Depending on the results of a test for exogeneity, OLS, 

2SLSS or 3SLS is used to estimate the model. The results for agency workers are compared with 

thosee for regular workers. 

Usuallyy men and women differ in their labor supply. Thus the sample is split into two 

subb samples. The models are estimated for the total sample as well as the two subsamples. The 

dataa used is the same as in chapter 3. 

Everyone Everyone 

Inn the labor supply model for the total sample the choice for agency work is endogenous in 

thee earnings equation. Hours are also endogenous. This means that people trade off hours, 

earningss and labor contract. In other words the choice of agency contract is not independent of 

thee choice of income level and working hours. These three choices are determined partially by 

thee same explanatory factors. 2SLS proves to be the best estimation method. Thus there is some 

formm of misspecification in the model, most likely the fact that men and women are treated the 

same. . 

Inn general people with children supply less hours than people without but the effect is stronger 

forr agency workers than for regular workers. Obviously people with children prefer spare time 

too income. Especially for agency workers, taking care of children takes priority over work. On 

thee other hand, (officially or unofficially) married women supply more agency hours and less 

regularr hours. Usually their income is not the main income and they can afford to be flexible. As 

expectedd non-EU citizens supply more agency hours. Non-EU citizens often have difficulties 

enteringg the labor market in a regular contract, so agency work may serve as a stepping stone 

towardss a regular contract, or provides them with more work related experience. Contrary to 

expectationn students provide less agency hours than non-students. Students probably adapt their 

studiess to suit their jobs instead of adapting job to studies. Also people living in the Northern part 

off  the country supply more agency hours. The reason could be that the labor market in North is 

worsee compared to other parts of the country. Thus people take what they can get. 

Generally,, if agency workers get older and better educated they earn less. This could be a 

survivorr effect. Those who can do better eventually drop out of agency work and what remains 

aree the people who either do not want a regular contract or who are unable to obtain a regular 

contract. . 
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Thee difference between the supply of agency work and regular work is mainly determined by 

marriedd women, people with children and non-EU citizens. For all of these groups agency work 

fulfill ss certain needs that regular work cannot. People with children need flexibility,  married people 

needd extra income without too many strings attached and non-EU citizens need help accessing 

thee regular labor market. The difference between the earnings of agency workers and regular 

workerss is determined mainly by the education level. For agency workers a higher education level 

doess not pay off, but it does for regular workers although not significantly. 

Men Men 

Agencyy work is exogenous in both the earnings as well as the labor supply equation for men 

only.. This means that men's labor supply does not depend on the type of labor contract. No 

matterr what contract i s chosen the choice for number of working hours is always determined by 

thee same factors. There are no signi ficant differences between regular and agency workers. But 

thee hours are endogenous in the earnings equation, which means that men trade off hours and 

earnings.. 3SLS turns out to be the correct estimation method. 

Marriedd men supply less hours, probably because they prefer to spend more time with their 

families.. Older men also supply less hours. Obviously spare time becomes more precious and 

workingg takes more energy as you get older. Higher educated men also supply less hours. It is 

nott immediately clear why. Perhaps a high education level makes you more productive. It could 

alsoo be that because higher educated men earn more, they need to work less hours to obtain their 

desiredd level of income than lower educated men. Male students also supply less hours. There 

aree two reason. It maybe the same effect as education level, but it could also be that students 

simplyy have less time to spend on work because they have to study. A high wage rate makes men 

yearnn for more. 

Menn working less than twelve hours a week earn relatively less than their counterparts (after 

correctingg for number ofhours). But i f you are a men working more than twelve hours, earnings 

willl  always go up with the number ofhours. Higher educated men earn more. So education pays 

offf  for men. Older men also earn more, probably because they are in higher functions. 

Women Women 

Forr women the choice for agency work is endogenous in the labor supply equation. This 

meanss that women trade off hours and labor contract. In other words the choice of agency 
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contractt is not independent of the choice of working hours. These two choices are determined 

partiallyy by the same explanatory factors. Hours in the earnings equation are exogenous though, 

implyingg that women do not trade of income and spare time, at least not simultaneously. Least 

squaress is the preferred estimation method. 

Olderr agency workers work more than younger agency workers. There may be various 

reasons.. Older women often have older children, who require less time. Thus more time is 

availablee for work. Young women may still be living with their parents or in a student dormitory 

andd thus have less costs and less need for more work. It could also be a survivor effect. For older 

womenn agency work is a more permanent state and not a transitory state. Thus they put more 

hourss into it. Again ass expected non-EU women supply more agency hours than EU women. 

Apparentlyy women in the eastern part of the country have a difficult time finding work, because 

theyy also supply more agency hours. Interestingly a high wage rate decreases the number of 

agencyy hours supplied by women. This implies that once women have reached their desired level 

oo f i ncome, they prefer spare time. So even women trade off earnings against spare time, but j ust 

nott simultaneously. 

Thee difference between the supply of agency work and regular work is mainly determined by 

thee wage rate, age and non-EU women. While a high wage rate induces regular working women 

too supply more labor, it has the opposite effect on agency women. Their spare time is valued 

higherr than the increase in income. So female agency workers make a trade-offbetween spare 

timee and income, only not simultaneously. Female regular workers do not make this trade-off. 

Olderr agency workers supply more hours than their younger counterparts, while women in a 

regularr j ob take it easier as they get older. And non-EU women supply more agency hours than 

EU-women,, while country of origin has no effect on the labor supply of regular workers. 

Educationn level pays off or women with regular jobs but not for women with agency jobs. A 

higherr education level of female agency workers leads to less earnings. Again this might be the 

survivorr effect. The ones who can do better, eventually drop out of the agency market, leaving 

behindd the ones who do not want or cannot get a regular job. These women will be on average 

lowerr educated. But because they older or have been with the temporary work agency longer, 

theyy may earn more than higher educated colleagues. 

Iff  average values of the exogenous variable in 1998 are applied to the three models, the signs 

forr labor supply and earnings of agency workers are predicted correctly. But in case of labor 

supplysupply the size of the prediction is usually far off. The total sample model predicts worst. 


